Photo-Thermal Boosting
Introduction
Autologous preparations are products that are often used in regenerative medicine
treatments. From a biological perspective, they are extremely useful because they are rich in
cells and in multiple bioactive components, such as growth factors. For this reason, said preparations are used in all types of pathologies to support and optimize physiological processes,
such as wound healing or tissue regeneration.
Several types of autologous materials exist, such as cell concentrates or blood derivatives, just to name a couple of examples. Of these, platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is undoubtedly
the most popular. As is well known, millions of PRP treatments have been performed worldwide in the last decade. To obtain it, there are well-defined and studied protocols,1,2,3 although
their variability is too significant not to be considered. Key steps will determine the maximum
biological potential of PRP products. Traditionally, these steps are: preservation of platelet
viability and its activation method.4
Platelet activation is the mechanism that leads to its degranulation and, consequently,
the release of bioactive molecules stored in its granules into the medium. These molecules
have different chemical constitution, although, so far, interest has been mostly focused on
growth factors (GFs). When released in the targeted area, GFs support all types of physiological processes. Historically, calcium gluconate or calcium chloride have been used to activate
platelets, but modern trends advocate for the use of natural products and the avoidance of
unnecessary chemical substances.
In this context, photobiomodulation (PBM) has made great progress, being a safe, nontoxic, effective way to get the same, or better, results. PBM is a non-invasive, non-toxic light
therapy, mainly applied within the range of 600 nm-1,000 nm. Its biological effect is usually
attributed to light absorption by a photoreceptor of the cellular respiratory chain5 through
cytochrome C oxidase (COX) or Complex IV, although two hypotheses currently predominate:
i) the mitochondrial hypothesis, which suggests that mitochondria absorb photons and increase ATP synthesis,6 and ii) the ionic channel hypothesis, which attributes the effect of PBM
to a higher calcium entry into the cell due to an increase in light sensitivity of its ionic channels.7
Scientific research on PBM started about 50 years ago.8,9 To date, the beneficial effects
of PBM have been verified in a variety of diseases and physiological processes, in which the
reduction of inflammation or the stimulation of lesion repair has been observed in vivo and in
vitro,10 as well as other effects, such as the reduction of hypoxic damage.11 PBM can stimulate
some cellular metabolic pathways, which will impact their viability, differentiation, proliferation, or migration. This will ultimately lead to a potential improvement of cell regeneration
ability12 and the achievement of beneficial effects in the treatment of several diseases, conditions, and physiological processes, such as wound healing, reduction of inflammation, or
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stimulation of lesion repair.13 Light is a booster for cellular activity. Photo Boosted PlateletRich Plasma is the most significant advance in PRP treatments in the last decade.14
Light in the near-infrared region of the spectrum induces the release of PDGF, FGF and
TGF-β from platelets in a higher amount and for a longer time than that obtained with activation of calcium chloride.15 Photon absorption by COX leads to the acceleration of electron
transfer reactions and ATP production,16,17 and limits terminal phosphorylation in the mitochondrial respiratory chain.15 Irradiation: i) increases the activity of Complexes I, II, III, IV and
of succinate dehydrogenase in the electron transport chain; ii) stimulates the NADH dehydrogenase and cytochrome C oxidase; and iii) increases ATP synthesis and the level of nitric oxide
(NO).18 Furthermore, red and near-infrared lights stimulate the proliferation of stem cells derived from human adipose tissue.19 On the other hand, after 24 hours, photoactivation increases the amount of ATP15 and, in some entities, it decreases pain.20
Besides photoboosting, photoconditioning, photoactivation, and photomodulation,3,14
there is another physical technique that can improve the clinical capabilities and healing potential of PRP: thermal biomodulation (TBM).21 This is another way to increase the amounts
of GFs in PRP. Cold can alter the concentration of GFs found in PRP based on variables such as
time or temperature of exposure.22 It also improves GFs release kinetics, increasing the sustain
and total amount of GFs released during the days after the application. Cold has a positive
effect on PRP,23 a fact that has been observed in several protocols, such as in samples conditioned for 10 minutes at 4ºC (pre-TC vs. post-TC measurements for EGF, FGFb, VEGF
[p<0.001],24 or for 30 minutes.23
MCT® is a system specially designed to ensure the effective and safe delivery of photo
and thermal boosting stimuli to biological tissues during a medical consultation. The MCT Kit®
can hold any fluid tissue (blood, plasma, sera, purified tissues, cellular solutions, etc.) to be
boosted with light and temperature, either separately or simultaneously. The MCT Kit® was
built with medical grade materials with excellent thermal conductivity and optical properties.
Its constituent polymers can withstand thermal fluctuations between -3oC and +50oC, and
they ensure that the mechanical fluctuations of the materials don't compromise air tightness,
or any characteristic of the tissue held inside.
The MCT® system can stimulate tissues with temperature and/or electromagnetic energy from the visible spectrum, and/or infrared regions. For this purpose, MCT® carried out
studies quantifying the passage and losses of all the waves that it emits. These facts are highly
significant because they are closely related with the concept of "dosage" and have enabled
MCT® to become the first scientific effective system of platelet and cellular photothermal
boosting. Among other factors, MCT® controls: i) regular transmittance, ii) diffuse transmittance, iii) reflectance, iv) reflection, v) scattering, and vi) losses in the different media through
which energy passes. Some of these parameters are inherent to each material, such as the
refractive index of a polymer, but others may vary based on how each piece is built. Aside
from the right choice of materials, the structure of the MCT Kit® takes into account several
matters that are purely physical, such as wall thickness, volume of the cavity, or light and
thermal interfaces. Even the way in which MCT® manufactures each piece has been decisive,
since, during the injection of a polymer, there may be internal flows or deposits determining
faceted processes inside the material that can alter the way in which waves travel through it.
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MCT® can apply reproducible (scientific) treatment protocols because it can ensure
the stimulus that each tissue receives. The MCT Kit® is a single-use device, marketed in sterile
conditions.
The MCT Unit® includes two pre-programmed protocols. The first protocol is useful to
increase ATP synthesis in any type of live cells or in cells with mitochondria. The second protocol is useful to increase platelet degranulation, increase the amount of GFs in PRP and generate a more physiological, sustained and powerful release. This protocol was updated in
2022, since in 2021, photo-thermal boosting was performed serially instead of simultaneously.
The MCT Unit® is ready to easily upgrade any protocol (as scientific evidence progresses) using
an USB port.
MCT® also has a custom protocol that allow users to use the temperature and light the
way they want. Specifically, up to 12 J/min can be delivered with each wavelength, although
MCT® delivers as dictated by scientific evidence worldwide. Furthermore, the MCT Unit® can
emit infrared, amber, green and blue lights, if the MCT® R&D department or other researchers
can account for its use with scientific evidence. 25 Regarding thermal boosting, the MCT Unit®
has the capacity to stimulate autologous materials with temperatures ranging from 4oC to
42oC. The possibilities offered by the MCT® technology are almost endless.
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